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  ust a few years ago, in his book on the periodic crises of 
democracy, political theorist David Runciman pointed to four 
systemic challenges - wars, financial debacle, rise of rival 
powers and environmental crisis - that would be root-
threatening democracy in this . Considering the current 1

pandemic as an expression of the environmental variable, it 
seems that we are now barely short of the military to complete 
the picture of a globalized crisis that is taking down on regimes 
and societies across the orb. Contagion and despotism 
reinforce each other, based on manipulation, fear and 
uncertainty.  2

While the current expansion of the Leviathan takes on different 
traits in democracies and autocracies; both trajectories share 
the state's unprecedented ability to regulate different areas of 
daily personal existence: health, movement, consumption. 
Regulation that grow outside the traditional control of 
authoritarian powers and administrative mechanisms of liberal 
mass republics. It would be a guardian power, which does not 
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refer to classical tyranny , to illustrated depotism , to protective 3 4

caudillism  or modern totalitarianism . A strong power that does 5 6

not require the abolition of republican clothing, since it emerges 
from the very democratic institutional fabric, from the bowels of 
open society, from the mentality of the liberal and massified 
individual. 

This new post-democracy despotism will refer, formally and 
substantively, to two constituent elements of modern political 
sociability: the simultaneous demand for order and freedom, 
both in the private and collective spheres. If we apply this 
notion of democratic despotism to the various forms of non-
tyrannical populism and cesarism erected worldwide from the 
19th century onwards - from Louis Bonaparte to Mahathir bin 
Mohamad - as well as to the forms of bureaucratic and 
biopolitical control of contemporary democracies, we will find a 
better way for their analytical use to interrogate today.  
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In the current juncture of expansion of authoritarian forms, 
some voices emerge that apologise for the Chinese resolution 
and lament the supposed democratic inability to fight 
contagion. But this matter is not simple: let's review the 
governance schemes that best respond to the pandemic. 
Neither the repressive opacity of autocracy nor possessive 
individualism have risen to the challenge. 

The China Communist Party hid the virus outbreak: censored 
his experts and prevented early international warning.  Li 7

Wenliang, Fang Bin, Chen Qiushi, Ren Zhiqiang and Xu 
Zhangrun, to name just a few known names, invoked civic 
consciousness in the face of despotical irresponsibility, but 
ended up silenced . For their part, our neoliberal- elites will 8

have to account for how their policies weakened absolutely 
necessary health systems not only to deal with the current 
pandemic, but to sustain a minimum status of social citizenship. 
This condition is basic in order to be able to exercise, in 
contemporary fullness, civil and political citizenship.
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Something that broadens the erratic perception of democratic 
inefficiency lies in the very condition of our political 
communities. Societies accustomed to choosing and openly 
confronting their rulers publicly address their mistakes. Such an 
attitude is possible precisely because of the nature of the 
republican pact, because of the coexistence of a vibrant public 
sphere and guarantees for the exercise of information and 
expression rights.  But sometimes dissatisfaction leads us to 
nihilism, criticism to disaffection. We consider our institutions 
useless and their failures to be insurmountable. We believe that 
any alternative governance to the mass liberal model will 
preserve rights and expand benefits. Terrible myopia.

The problem is complicated when many democratic nations are 
now led by populist leaders  that increase tensions on 9

institutions, disdaining scientific knowledge and civic dissent. A 
populism that stirs the (imaginary) homogeneous people 
against the (real) plural citizenship, to go over - without 
breaking, yet - the republican counterweights. If we add to that 
poor government performance in dealing with the current crisis 
- in the US, Mexico or Brazil - temptation leads some to 
simultaneously question the representative, the government 
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and the regime. To throw, with the dirty water, the child and the 
tub.

Political scientist Guillermo O'Donnell defined early two crucial 
differences, around the democratic phenomenon. The first one 
is one that distinguishes degraded delegative democracies 
from free dictatorships; the other one that differentiates a loyal 
critique of democracy from the adversarial criticism of it.  Both 10

examples are found every day in our societies; but the notions 
involved are naively or intentionally confused. A democratic 
critique would call on Trump to correct public policy mistakes 
without annihilating the rule of law. An authoritarian critique 
wants to replace the public policy with the unappealable Rights 
of the State, eternally helmed by the Despot or the Party. 

In addition to discourse, context also matters. The difference 
between the types of threats and the options of resistance 
posed to us by populism and autocracy is qualitative. We can 
legally oppose, as citizens, Trump's policies. Those of Xi 
Jinping, only and badly are confronted from the persecuted 
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dissent . Trumpism is confronted in the US from its academy 11

and press . The same press that Beijing expelled, in the midst 12

of a crisis, from a country where its unappealable rulers - and 
not its people - smothered with opacity the possibility of 
attending the pandemic early. 
We must emerge from simple binarism, recognizing 
simultaneous but differentiated tensions and risks. Although in 
the face of both challenges - the populist and the autocratic - 
we fly the flag of democracy, each of them will demand 
qualitatively different political ideas and resistance. Populism as 
a bad symptom of democracy, and despotism as a pillar of 
tyranny today, in a differentiated way - by the forms and extents 
of their harm to, as well as by the possibilities of resistance 
from- the republican order. 

Defending - improving - democracy, rejecting -neutralizing - 
populism and confronting - overthrowing - tyranny: this should 
be the mantra and the general route of democrats throughout 
the orb. The order of pre-eminence of variables, within the 
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equation, will adapt to the specific circumstances, will result 
from the complexity of often simultaneous challenges. For a 
Chinese or Russian dissident, confrontation with his native 
autocrats is the priority, even for reasons of mere survival. The 
opponents of Kaczynski and Bolsonaro will use the institutions 
and rights remaining within the Polish and Brazilian 
democracies to reject the pretensions of their populist warlords. 
Citizens of Sweden or Japan will have to constantly expand 
their active engagement - voting, marching, opining - with the 
various democratic dimensions and values, so that the liberal 
mass republics do not deteriorate. 

Democracy, as Keane (2018) recalls, destroys the idea that the 
present state of things is "natural"; stands in place the proposal 
that human beings can invent institutions to collectively decide 
how we want to live. Improving the direct participation of the 
classic model or the delegated representation of the modern 
paradigm, in its current monitored version it combines the self-
government of citizens and their designated representatives 
through regular elections, with the permanent public scrutiny of 
power. It has been the countries with monitored democracies, 
with effective institutions and free, educated, cohesive and 
active populations, which have faced this best so far. South 
Korea and Taiwan, whose vibrant societies insert personal 
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success into a community tradition of Confucian matrix, are two 
examples. Those successful cases of the West -from Germany 
to Costa Rica- where the response has been balanced in their 
respect for freedom and security, combine diverse levels of 
state capacity with traditions of participation. But most 
autocracies -from Venezuela to Zimbabwe- lack legitimate and 
effective institutions to serve their people. It seems dubious 
then that the sacrifice of freedom is the price to pay for 
uncertain security, in these times of planetary crisis.

We urgently need a systematically revised democracy that can 
process polarization and populism, permanently monitor the 
performances of state power and channel the participation of 
citizens in the face of tyrannical sieges . An effective 13

democracy, where the deceptive seduction of despotism 
crashes in the face of the difficult but certain adventure of a 
freedom built among equals. 
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